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1. Background

High speed train selvices between Sydney and Canberra have received considerable
attention over the last decade.. DUling the 1980's there occUlred a seIies of major studies
for a pIivate consOltium investigating the feasibility of connecting Sydney, CanbelIa and
Melbourne with a "VeIY Fast Train" (VFT) selvice.. While this project has never
eventuated, the perceived need for high speed train selvices in the cOlIidor has remained..

Speedrail Pty Ltd have proposed a new high speed rail system to link Sydney and
CanbelIa, pIimaIily on a new alignment This will allow passenger operations between
Sydney and Canbelra to take approximately one hoUl and fifteen minutes.. It is proposed
that the selvice will begin at Central Station, Sydney, and end at a new rail telminal near
Canbelra ailPOlt. There will be intermediate stations selving Sydney (Mascot) airpolt,
Campbelltown, the Southern Highlands and Goulburn (see Figure 1).. It is envisaged that
the service will be high fl"equency (about one uip an hour, more in peak times), with
fares considerably lower than the CUIrent ail' fares ..

Figure 1. The Sydney-Canberra Corridor

This paper summatises a matket study designed to evaluate the potential of the proposed
Speedrail service.. It details the approach which has been used to produce best estimates
of the cUlrent u'aftic in the Sydney-Canbena cOlIidor, together with estimates of potential
switching and tlip inducement associated with the inuoduction of a high speed train
selvice., The key components of this paper are:

L A sUlvey of U'avellers and residents in the Sydney-Canberra cOlIidor..

2.. Preparation of the sUlvey data into a population-based data set used to deIive tIip
pUlpose specific OIigin-destination uip tables for 1994.,

3., Estimation of a mode choice model based on revealed and stated preference data of
the choice between a sampled traveller's cUlrently chosen mode for a specific tIip
pUlpose and oIigin-destination.
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4, Calculation of induced demand in the cOlIidor in the presence of a high speed u'ain
service"

5, Compilation of secondary data on total uaffic volumes, growth rates and projections
of u'affic and socio-demographic features in the cOlIidor which may influence future
u'avel activity"

6., Development of predictions of mar'ket potential under alternative service and fare
level scenarios"

A broad range of fare levels, types of far'es and levels of travel time are evaluated" This,
we believe, is the most detailed investigation of fare sUuctures and their influence on the
demand for high speed u'ain services in the Sydney-Canberra corridor, and represents a
state of the art market study for high speed u'ain services"

2. Structure of the Mar'ket Study

There are many market opportunities for high speed rail in the Sydney-Canberra
cOlIidor., The markets can be characterised by Uip purpose, uip length and current mode
of uaveL The markets investigated were:

1. scheduled air U'avel between Sydney and Canberra

2. car' u'avel between Sydney and CanbelIa

3.. scheduled coach uavel between Sydney and Canberra

4" non-scheduled coach uavel between Sydney and CanbelIa (and on to the snow fields)

5" visitors to intermediate destinations along the cOlIidor (Bowral, BelIima)

6" residents of intermediate destinations along the corridor (Bowral, Moss Vale,
Mittagong, Goulbwn)

7" inbound tourists (a separate analysis due to diffiCUlty in picking up non-english
speakers in surveys)

8" Counuylink U'ain services (from detailed secondary data)

Within each market, differentiation is made between uips for business and non-business
purposes.. There are several small markets not captured by this survey process, They
include the business market to Goulbum and the Southem Highlands fI'om Sydney, the
scheduled coach market to intermediate destinations in the Sydney-Canberra conidor,
and induced u'avel by cunent non-u'avellers in the corridor.. In addition, while visitors
were surveyed in Bowral and Berrima, other areas of the Southem Highlands and
Goulbum were not surveyed for visitors, This slight undercounting of the Speedrail
market makes patronage and revenue more conservative than they otherwise would be"
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The Questionnaires

The questionnaires for all travellers in the CI;lIIidor had three main purposes,. They were
designed to elicit who is uavelling where cuirently, and what use they are likely to make
of the proposed Speedrail service., A set of 6 questionnaires was designed to provide
information of current modal activity, as well as the potential for switching to high-speed
rail, and the inducement effect of the presence of the new mode.,

To find out who was travelling, questions were asked about the socio-demographics of
the respondent and their u'avelling party, Details of the current uip which were collected
included (where appropriate) uip origin and destination, main u'avel mode, time spent on
the main mode, access and egress modes and the time taken to access and egress the main
mode, Uip purpose and length of stay., In addition, respondents recorded their total uavel,
by uavel mode and purpose, between Sydney and Canbena in the last 12 months.,

Given that high-speed rail in Ausu'alia in general and the Sydney-Canbena conidor in
particular is not currently available, the ability to exuapolate Speedrail pauonage horn
the current usage of existing modes is not possible" Resort must be made to methods
which offer the surveyed population a choice between travel on their current mode and
the proposed high speed train service under alternative scenarios of fares, levels of
service, and hequency"

In addition to identifying potential modal switching, we have sought the likelihood of
additional uips occuning for the same trip context under the offered regime of tares,
frequency and travel times., Respondents were also asked to nominate the Speedrail
station they would use"

Suitability of Stated Choice Methods

Stated choice (SC) survey methods, in which respondents are presented with hypothetical
future alternatives (consuucted according to an experimental design) and asked to choose
among them, are popular in transport planning (Hensher 1994)" An effective SC
insuument should recognise the current trip context (revealed preference (RP», and use
the SC approach to identify responses to deviations in opportunities relative to the current
uaveL Our approach emphasises a comparison between the attributes of a current trip and
the atUibutes offered by Speedrail in undertaking the same uip by high speed rail.

Combined stated preference and revealed preference data take advantage of the strengths
of both types of data while recognising that some of the weaknesses of one data type ar'e
a strength of the other data type,

RC data are best described as:

L depicting the world as it is now (current market equilibrium)

2" having built-in relationships between atuibutes (technological relationships are fixed)
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3.. only having existing alternatives as observable

4.. embodying market and personal constraints on the decision-maker

5.. having high reliability and face validity

6., yielding one observation per respondent at each observation point.

se data are best described as:

L depicting virtual decision contexts (flexibility)

2., having controlled relationships between attributes (permitting mapping of utility
functions with technologies hum existing ones)

3.. including existing and/or proposed and/or generic choice alternatives

4, having difficulty (if not impossibility) to effectively represent changes in market and
personal constraints

5.. being reliable to the extent that respondents understand the task, are committed to the
task, and can really respond to the task

6.. yielding multiple observations per respondent at each observation point..

The distinguishing appeal of the two types of data can be illustrated diagrammatically in
the context of mode choice (Figure 2).. RP data provides infOlmation on the current
market equilibrium for the behaviour of interest and is useful for shOlt term forecasting of
departures hom the cUIl'ent equilibrium, In contrast se data is especially rich in attribute
tradeoff information, but is to some extent affected by the degree of 'contextualrealism'
that we can establish for the respondents..

Figure 2: Attribute space of RP and se data
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SC data is useful for forecasting changes in behaviow, The more strategic our objectives
(ie a longer time horizon), the greater the need and opportunity to use SC data, along with
RP data.. The benefits include an ability to map trade-oHs over a wider range of attribute
levels than cwrently exists (adding robustness for forecasting), and an ability to inuoduce
new choice alternatives (accommodating technological change in an expanded atuibute
space),

3. The Experimental Design

The stated choice experiment requires a sampled u'aveller to evaluate a high speed rail
option against the mode used on the current uip and to choose the preferred way of
uavelling between Sydney and Canberra, The set of atuibutes in the choice design are the
u'avel time by high speed rail, the hequency of the service, the range of fares, and the
discount available for a family/group.. Access and egress uavel times are sought fI'om the
respondent and added into the final calculation of uip time by high speed rail.

The atuibute levels are summarised in Table 1, for a 37 full factOlial design, Since all the
attributes are ratio scaled the possibility of dominating or dominated combination exists
and must be eliminated horn the final fractional factorial design" Using principles of
experimental design we can reduce the full factOlial down to a parsimonious number of
combinations of levels of atuibutes while also preserving the richness of the information
in the design..

Table 1 The attribute set and levels

Attribute Levels

Station to station travel time (minutes)

Daily one-way service
frequency/headway

First class fare (one-way)

Full economy class fare (one-way)

Discount economy fare (one-way)

Off-peak discount fare (one-way)

Additional Discount for a family (2
adults, at least 1 child <16 yrs old)

3: high, medium, low (3 hours, 2 hours, 1 hour)

3: high, medium, low (hourly, 2-hourly, 3-hourly)

3: high, medium, low ($115, $95, $75)

3: high, medium, low ($70, $60, $50)

3: high, medium,low ($45, $35, $25)

3: high, medium, low ($40, $30, $20)

3: high, medium,low (50%, 30%,10%)

An 18 replication fraction was selected for this study, with the combinations shown in
Table 2 used.. Each respondent is given 3 replications, so there is maximum of 6 sets of
three.. The residual degrees of fI'eedom are 3 and there are no independent two-factor
interactions.. The software used to generate this design has randomised sets of three
replications as:

{17,2,18} (4,13,3} {16,12,5} {1,15,6} {7,1l,9}and{8,10, 14}:

Combining the atuibute levels horn Table I, the design horn Table 2 and the partitioning
of design into sets of three choice sets produces the Sydney-Canbena experimental levels
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summarised in Table 1, The atuibute levels in Table 3 refer to a uip between Sydney and
Canbella.. The sampling su'ategy allows for u'avel to intermediate locations along the
Sydney-Canberra conidor" The predominant intermediate activity occurs between (i)
Sydney and the Southern Highlands (H) Canbena and Goulburn, (Hi) Sydney and
Goulburn, and (iv) Canberra and the Southern Highlands" The atuibute levels for the
within-corridor uavel origin-destination pairs (i) and (H) are based on one-third of the
Sydney-Canberra fare levels and travel time; OD pairs (ill) and (iv) are based on two
thirds of the fare and u3vel times for Sydney-Canben3" Frequency and group discount
levels are the same for all OD-pairs"

4. Data Collection Strategy

The choice of data collection strategy is determined by the ability to secure reliable
information from the population of interest.. Some markets, such as rail, already collect
detailed passenger information, so a new survey was deemed unnecessazy.. Most other
mazkets do not have the necessazy data, thus a new survey was required" The sampling is
choice-based to ensure that sufficient data points are obtained for each of the modes
currently chosen by each traveller.. A random sample of residents in the conidor and a
sample of visitors to intermediate tourist destinations were also identified for a specific
activity type so that the set of u'aftic forecasts az'e Uue demand estimates..

Table 2 The full set of attribute combinations

Set Time Frequency 1st class Full Yfare Discount Y Off-peak Family
fare fare Disc fare /gp Disc.

1 L L L L L L L
2 L M M H M M M
3 L H H M H H H
4 M L M M M H L
5 M M H L H L M
6 M H L H L M H
7 H L H H M L H
8 H M L M H M L
9 H H M L L H M

10 L L H M L M M
11 L M L L M H H
12 L H M H H L L
13 M L L H H H M
14 M M M M L L H
15 M H H L M M L
16 H L M L H M H
17 H M H H L H L
18 H H L M M L M
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Table 3 The final set of stated choice attribute combinations for Speedrail

STANDARD COMBINATIONS
Set Time Frequency First Full Discount Off·Peak Family/Group

Class Economy Economy Discount

A01 3 hours 2 hourly 115 70 25 40 10
A02 1 hour 2 hourly 95 70 35 30 30

A.~ 3 hours 3.hoUrly 75 JlO 35 20.· 30 ..

B01 2 hours hourly 95 60 35 40 10
B02 2 hours hourly 75 70 45 40 30
B03 1 hour 3 hourly 115 60 45 40 50
C01 3 hours hourly 95 50 45 30 50
CO2 1 hour 3 hourly 95 70 45 20 10

C93 2 hours •. 2. hourly 115 50 45 20 30
001 1 hour hourly 75 50 25 20 10
002 2 hours 3 hourly 115 50 35 20 50
003 2 hours 3 hourly 75 70 25 30 50
E01 3 hours hourly 115 70 35 20 50
E02 1 hour 2 hourly 75 50 35 40 50
E03 3 hours 3 hourly 95 50 25 40 30
F01 3 hours 2 hourly 75 60 45 30 10
F02 1 hour hourly 115 60 25 30 30
F03 2 hours 2 hourly 95 60 25 20 50

Primary Data Collection

The following survey methods were used in each market, with specific details of each
survey location and timing given in Table 4 and response rates in Table 5:

1.. Scheduled air travel between Sydney and Canbena

A self administered questionnaire was designed for completion by passengers on
board the aircraft whilst travelling between Sydney and CanbelIa.. Questionnaires
were custom designed for both the Sydney - CanbeIIa trip and the Canberra - Sydney
trip and were distributed at both airports and collected as passengers disembarked..
Flights were sampled over several days and at various times of the day so as to

capture both the peak business market and off-peak tr·avellers..

2. Car travel between Sydney and CanberTa

A self administered questionnaire was designed which was distributed to motOIists
tr·avelling nOIth and south on the Federal Highway north of Canberra.. MotOIists were
screened for travel between Sydney and CanbelIa/Snow resorts (ie.. shOIter or longer
distance tr·avellers were excluded) before asking them to take part in the survey.. The
questionnaire was accompanied by a reply paid envelope.. The initial intercept point
was on the Federal highway just inside the nOIthem ACT border.. However, after half
a day of surveying, Federal Police permission was withdrawn because of a single
complaint, and the intercept location was moved.. The two new intercept points were
the Tourist Information Centr·e on the nOIthem outskirts of Canberra, and the traffic
lights at the intersection of Stirling Avenue and the Federal Highway, where
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motorists were intercepted in both the nOlth and south bound directions.. The sample
data was adjusted to take into account the different sampling locations., The field
team was given insuuctions with regard to sampling both business travellers and
non-business u·avellers so that both markets were represented..

3., Scheduled coach travel between Sydney and Canberra

A similar self administered questionnaire was designed for distribution on board
scheduled coach services in the Sydney - Canberra cOlridor,. Interviewers disuibuted
the questionnaires as passengers boarded the coaches at the Sydney terminal and
travelled with the coach before collecting the completed questionnaires and
disembarking at a stop on the southern outskirts of Sydney.. Coaches were sampled
over a number of days of the week and times of day to ensure that the sample was
representative of the full range of u'aveller segments..

4.. Non-scheduled coach travel between Sydney and Canbena (and on to the snow)

A self administered questionnaire was used for a survey of selected non-scheduled
coach services in the Sydney - Canberra cOlridor.. Questionnaires were disuibuted
onboard the coaches of a major provider of day sight seeing uips to Canberra..
Passengers on tours leaving Sydney on Friday night for the snowfields were also
surveyed before they boarded their coaches,. A separate survey of non-scheduled
coach operators in the corridor was undertaken to determine the size of this market
segment

5, Visitor:s' to intermediate tourist destinations along the corridor (Bowral, BerriTTUl)

Visitors to these two main tourist destinations in the Southern Highlands were
intercepted over two weekends.. Respondents had to be visiting the area on either a
day trip or staying one or more nights, from a destination in the Sydney or Canberra
area.. This was an interviewer administered questionnaire conducted at the point of
intercept,

6, Residents of intermediate destinations along the corridor (Bowral, Mms Vale,
Mittagong, Goulbum)

A computer aided telephone interview (CAT!) was conducted of residents in the
Southern Highlands area extending fI'om Mittagong to Goulburn.. This survey also
collected important infOlmation from residents on their opinion of the impact that a
high speed rail service between Sydney and Canberra would have on the Southern
Highlands area,

Table 4 shows the location and timing of the fieldwork for each market segment, The
fieldwork involved an 11 % validation of surveys, Validation involves the fieldwork
supervisor checking the responses obtaine"d by the field team.. The method of checking
varies with different survey types, For telephone surveys, the supervisor calls respondents
back to check their responses, while for interview-type surveys close observation is used
to ensure data is collected in a valid way,
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Table 4 Location and timing of each survey

Market Segment

Motorist Intercept

Sydney to Canberra Air

Canberra to Sydney Air

Scheduled Coach

Non-Scheduled Coach

Highlands Residents

Highlands Tourists

Date of Surveys

9/9/94

2419-27/9/94

19,21,2419/94

19,21,2419/94

20/9·,2719/94

1619-1/10/94

2819-5110/94

10,11,16,17 and
18/9/94

Location of Surveys

Police intercept on Federal Hwy near information bay

Intercept at traffic lights at corner of Federal Hwy and
Stirling Ave, as well as the Tourist Information Centre

Qantas Sydney Domestic Terminal

Qantas Canberra Domestic Terminal

Interviewer embarked coach in Sydney City and
alighted at Liverpool or Parramatta

For those travelling to snow, distribution and collection
of questionnaires at Circular Quay terminaL

Day trip interviewers travelled w~h coach from Sydney
City to Wiley Park

Computer aided telephone interview (CATI) of
residents in corridor between Mittagong and Goulbum

Weekend street intercept interviews in Bowral and
Berrima

The response rate to the sUIveys in all malket segments was velY good.. These are
summaIised in Table 5.. '

TableS Survey response rates from all the market segments

Number of Number of Number of Response rate Res~onse rate
people SUfY';lS respondents (ofall people (0 surveys

Market Segment approached hande out approached) handodoul)

Motorist Intercept 3002 2982 763 25% 26%
Sydney to Canberra Air 846 677 423 50% 62%

Canberra to Sydney Air 873 672 336 38% 50%
Scheduled Coach 505 402 80%
Non-Scheduled Coach 373 163 44%
Highlands Residents 337 na 303 90% na

Highlands Tourists 215 na 200 93% na

5. Modelling the Speedrail Mar'ket Share

A seIies of mode choice models have been estimated to identify the probability of each
sampled u'aveller choosing their CUIrent main mode and each of the fiue classes of u'avel
by SpeedraiL A distinction is made between business and non-business uips.. The models
are applied in the context of scenarios defining Speedrail fare classes and levels, u'avel
time and fI'equency between Sydney and Canbena, to provide estimates in the year 2000
of the market potential (revenue and uips) for the new high speed rail service.. Induced
demand is taken into account together with the growth of Uaffic in the corridor up to the
year 2000.. Four Speedrail fare classes were defined - first class, full economy, discount
economy and off-peak. The modal/fare choice expeliment was repeated a total of three
times, each time with different levels of Speedrail fares, u'avel time and fI·equency..

The choice expeIiment was administered to CUIT'ent travellers in 4 modal markets .. car,
plane, scheduled coach and non-scheduled coach.. Separate mode choice models were
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estimated for each market and for each ttip pUIpose - business and non-business" These
markets comprise all ttavellers using the Sydney-Canbena cOllidor whose origin and
destination lie at an end or within the cOllidor" This includes in-bound tourists who allive
in Sydney on an international flight and transit in Sydney en route to Canberra as well as
visitors to, and residents living in, towns along the mute (e"g" Bowral, Goulburn, and
Mittagong)..

The modal choice models were estimated as multinomial logit, with the choice set
defined as the cunent mode plus the four fare classes of SpeedraiL Alternative
hierarchicallogit models were evaluated.. The set of statistically significant influences on
choice of mode in each market are summarised in Table 6..

Table 6

U(ear)
U(srfe)
U(srly)
U(srdy)
U(srop)

U(ear)
U(srfe)
U(srly)
U(srdy)
U(srop)

U(airfe)
U(airbsn)
U(airly)
U(airdy)
U(srfe)
U(srly)
U(srdy)

U(airfe)
U(airbsn)
U(airly)
U(airdy)
U(srfe)
U(srly)
U(srdy)
U(srop)

U(SehCoaeh)
U(srfe)
U(srly)
U(srdy)

The final modal choice model influences: current mode vs. Speedrail

Car- Business:
case, invc, invt
srfease, inve, invt , aeegt
srlyase, inve, invt , aeegt
srdyase, inve, invt , aeegt
invc, invt • acegt

Car Non-Business:
case, invc, invt
srfease. inve, invt , aeegt
srlyasc, inve, invt , aeegt
srdyase, inve, invt , aeegt
inve. invt , aeegt

Air-Business:
inve, invt. aeegt, pine
airbsnase, inve, invt , aeegt, pine
airlyase, inve, invt • aeegt. pine
airdyase, inve, invt , aeegt
srfease. inve, invt , aeegt, pine
srlyase, inve, invt , aeegt, pine
srdyasc, inve, invt , aeegt

Air Non..Business:
airfeasc, tehine, invt, aeegt
airbsnase, tehine, invt, aeegt
airlyasc, tehine, invt, aeegt
airdyase, tehine, invt, aeegt
srfease, tehine, invt, aeegt
srlyasc, tehine, invt, aeegt
srdyase, tehine, invt, aeegt
sropase, tehine, invt, aeegt

SehCoaeh-Business:
inve, invt
srfease, inve, invt, In(aeegt)
srfyase, inve, invt, In(aeegt)
srdyase, inve, invt, In(aeegt)
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Table 6 continued: Definition and notes

U(srop)

U(SehCoaeh)
U(srle)
U(sriy)
U(srdy)
U(srop)

U(NonSehCch)
U(srle)
U(sriy)
U(srdy)
U(srop)

inve

invt

acegt

tchinc

test
nadu~s

nkids

hinc
pine

fraq

Train

Model Form

sropase, inve, invt, In(aeegt), In(pine)

SchCoach··NonBusn:
tchinc, In(invt), aeegt
srlcasc, tchinc, In(invt), acegt
sriyasc, tchinc, In(invt), acegt
srdyase, tehinc, In(invt), acegt
sropasc, tchine, In(invt), aeegt

Non-SchCoach:
test, In(invt), In(hinc)
srlease, test, In(invt), Ireq
sriyasc, test, In(invt), Ireq
srdyasc, test, In(invt), Ireq
sropase, test, In(invt), Ireq

= main mode cost (dollars)

= main mode travel time (minutes)

= access plus egress time (minutes)

= main mode cost *(nadu~s + O..s*nkids)lhinc

= main mode cost *(nadu~s + O..S*nkids)
= number of adults in travelling party

= number of children in travelling party

= annual household income ($'OOO's)
= annual personal income ($'OOO's)

= Speedrail frequency is every hour from 6 am to 11 pm (=1), 0 otherwise

Utility expressions for scheduled coach are applied to the train mode

All models are of the mullinomiallogit form.

The parameter estimates associated with each market were embedded in a series of linked
spreadsheets to evaluate the market for Speedrail under various scenarios and
assumptions..

Current Traffic Profile

Table 7 summarises the levels of service for trips from Sydney to Canberra and the
socioeconomic profile at the average of travellers using each existing mode for business
and non-business trips .. Trips to and/or from intennediate destinations have a different set
of levels of service.. Car costs are based on a behavioural perceived unit cost of 7 cents
per kilometre.. The distances between each of the key locations in the cOIIidor are:

Sydney-CanbeII'a = 270 km Sydney-Bowral = 115 km

Sydney-GoulbuIn =190 km Bowral-Canberra =155 km Canberra-Goulbum =80 km

Scheduled coaches and planes do not serve the intermediate locations, which are
currently served by tr'ain and non-scheduled coach.. Train fares for intermediate stations
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have been applied; however for non-scheduled coach trips we have used a single fare for
each of the two markets since there is little valiation whether one goes to Canberra or to
an intennediate location, The coach fee is built into an all inclusive tour fee"

Table 7 Summary profile of the levels of service associated with current transport
for the Sydney-Canberra Corridor

Current Main Mode invc invt acegt pine hinc nadults nkids

Car: Business 21 230 0 48,37 74,36 2,4 01

Car: Non-Business 21 230 0 3776 645 26 057

Air: Business: FC 212 60 104 67,,2 91,4 145 001

Air: Business:BC 177 60 104 67,2 91,4 145 001

Air: Business:FY 141 60 104 672 914 1,45 001

Air: Business: Disc Y 99 60 104 67,2 91,4 1,45 001
Air: Non-Busn: FC 212 60 113 53,76 8064 148 0..08

Air: Non-Busn:BC 177 60 113 5376 80,64 148 0,08
Air: Non-Busn:FY 141 60 113 53,,76 80,,64 148 0,,08

Air: Non-Busn:Disc Y 99 60 113 53,76 8064 148 0,08

SchCoach:Business 22,73 250 29 23,9 55,2 1,58 001
SchCoach:Non-BusN 2256 250 787 1812 46,,15 1..27 0..05
Train:Business 50 360 80 24 50 1,,5 0
Train: Non-Business 25 360 80 18 40 1,,5 0,,1

UnschCoach 24.17 240 64.35 35.6 71.02 1.58 0

SpeedraiI Times and Fares

Speedrail flues and times have been established in consultation with SpeedraiL The base
fare for each class of travel is given as a medium scenario: first class = $115. full
economy =$75. discount economy =$60 and off~peak: discount =$40.. These fares al'e
based on a flagfall and a cost per kilometre:

First class: $30 plus $0315 per km

Full economy: $20 plus $0..2 per km

Discount economy: $15 plus $0.165 per km

Off~peak discount: $10 plus $0.111 per km

A higher fare regime and a lower fare regime al'e evaluated together with two travel times
-70 minutes ft'om Sydney to Canberra (averaged over the three Sydney Stations) and 90
minutes.. These times assume a non-stop tr'ain" Intennediate stations have times calculated
on all-stop trains.. The scenalios evaluated are summalised in Table 8..
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Table B Speedrail Scenarios for Travel Times and Fares

ACTUAL ONE-WAY SYD·· CAN- SYD- BOW- SYD- GOUL- CAN- BOW- CAN- GOUL
TRIPS 1994 CAN SYD BOW SYD. GOUL SYD BOW CAN GOUL -eAN

Low Scenario:
Speedrail first class fare 95 95 63 63 84 84 74 74 53 53
$1994
Speedrail full economy 60 60 41 41 54 54 48 48 34 34
fare $1994

Speedrail discount 40 40 32 32 43 43 38 38 27 27
economy fare $1994

Speedrail off-peak fare 30 30 21 21 29 29 25 25 18 18
$1994

Medium Scenario.:
Speedrail first class fare 115 115 66 66 90 90 79 79 55 55
$1994

Speedrail full economy 75 75 43 43 58 58 51 51 36 36
fare $1994

Speedrail discount 60 60 34 34 46 46 41 41 28 28
economy fare $1994

Speedrail off-peak fare 40, 40 23 23 31 31 27 27 19 19
$1994

High Scenario.:·
Speedrail first class fare 130 130 70 70 96 96 84 84 58 58
$1994

Speedrail full economy 80 80 45 45 62 62 54 54 38 38
fare $1994

Speedrail discount 60 60 36 36 49 49 43 43 30 30
economy fare $1994

Speedrail off-peak fare 40 40 24 24 33 33 29 29 20 20
$1994

Travel Times.:
Speedrail access plus 60 60 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20
egress time (minutes)

Speedrail travel time 70/90 70/90 55n1 55/71 75/96 75/96 45/58 45/58 21/27 21/27
(minutes)

Induced Demand for SpeedraiI

In addition to diverted traffic, there is induced (or generated) traffic .. Induced traffic is the
consequence of improved conidor accessibility in the presence of Speedrail. We have
allowed for the additional traffic, holding land use fixed (ie. no allowance has been made
for growth in commercial and residential activities in the conidor due to Speedrail)..

Induced traffic due to the presence of Speedrail is an important source of tr'affic" High
Speed rail in France and Japan has pl'Oduced generated or induced tr'affic as high as 35%
and typically greater than 3D%.. The definition of the induced tr'affic percentage however
must be treated carefully.. Taking induced demand as a percentage of the base diverted
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traffic will give a higher percentage than a definition in which induced demand is the
percentage of all traffic which is not diverted.,

To calculate induced demand we have to know something about the average uip rate per
uaveller cUIrently in the cOIIidor.. In the present study we did not interview non-u'avellers
and so induced demand as first time U'avel in the conidor as a consequence of the
presence of Speedrail is not included., The travel sUIveys sought information of each
travellers frequency of travel by mode and purpose in the conidor over the last 12
months.. This data provides a base uip rate for each mode and purpose, The average
annual one-way uip rates for current conidor users in each of the modal and uip purpose
markets are:

Carlbusiness

Carlnon-business

u'ainibusiness

uaininon-business

plane/business

plane/non-business

scheduled coachibusiness

scheduled coachinon-busn

non-scheduled coach

=1.5

=3

= 1.5

=3

=1

=1.5

=02

=2

=003

Given the induced demand response to a series of questions associated with a particular
Speedrail fare and travel time scenario, we were able to identify the percentage increase
in the one-way uip rate and adjust the divened traffic accordingly, though this does not
include U'avel that may be induced among current non-u3vellers..

Projection of SpeedraiI Patronage

For each of the 6 Speedrail far'eiu'avel time scenarios we have calculated the amount of
one-way uips in the year 2000 diverted horn each current mode for business and non
business, based on an average 6% annual growth rate of U'aftic fl'om 1994 up to 2000., In
addition we present revenue projections for the year 2000, based on the predicted one
way Uips with allowance for the mix of adults and children (a child is assumed to pay
half of the equivalent adult fare within the chosen fare class)..

We consider the assumption of medium fare level and 70 minute average u·avel time
between Sydney and CanbeIT'a (see Table 8 for details) to be the most likely Speedrail
scenario.. Unless otherwise stated, the results presented in this section refer to the
"medium 70" scenario., The results suggest that with an annual growth rate of u'affic of
6%, a marKet potential exists for Speedrail in the year 2000 to carlY about 5 million
passengers, yielding $283m revenue in 94 dollars.. Over the last 5 years car traffic in the
conidor has grown by over 10% per annum.. The 6% growth rate reflects a conservative
approach to the market growth, being based on a 20 year trend.. The results of traffic
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projections are very sensitive to the assumed growth rate of u'aHic in the cOllidor..
Inbound tourist growth to Australia is currently about 12%, and can be expected to
increase in the lead-up to the 2000 Olympil,':s .. Such an increase would be a bonus for
Speedrail and would be an add-on to our figw·es ..

Figure .3 shows what the market is likely to look like in 2000 if it grows at an assumed
6%, without the presence of Speedrail.. Growth rates in the range 4-5% have also been
evaluated..

Figure 3
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Figure 4 shows the difference if Speedrail is inU'oduced into the corridor, based on the
medium fare assumption and a 70 minute Uavel time.. It indicates that Speedrail has the
potential to capture approximately one third of the Sydney-Canberra travel market, with
car dominating other u·aHic .. The airlines share of the market falls fr'om almost 7% to
below 2%..

Speedrail is forecasted to carry just over 5 million one-way uips in 2000.. If the assumed
growth rate continues to 2005, predicted pau'Onage increases by approximately one third
to 6.9 million. Figure 5 shows the source of Speedrail pau'Onage, detailing the percentage
gained fr'Om each mode as well as the uaffic induced by the presence of Speedrail in the
market. The most important point is that car u'avellers are by far the lar'gest source of
Speedrail uaffic .. Induced u'avel is the next laI'gest source, followed by air uavellers .. This
indicates that ail' travellers will be an important niche market for Speedrail, but that most
effort needs to be expended in atu'acting car' u·avellers .. Packaging of services such as hire
cars, bus tours and accommodation with the Speedrail fare may be a way to inu'Oduce the
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greater flexibility often required by those travelling by car, remembering that most are
u'avelling for non-business pUlposes" CUII'ent coach uavellers will also be an impOltant
SOUI'ce of pauonage,

Figure 4 Sydney-Canberra trips in 2000 with Speedrail
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Sensitivity Testing

The results are sensitive to the assumptions about traffic growth in the conidor.. In
addition, Table 9 shows how sensitive pauonage are to changes in the fare level and
uavel time.. The "low 70" generates thegreatest number of passengers..

Table 9 Speedrail patronage for various scenarios (in millions)

6% traffic growth

Patronage

High70

4.92

Medium70

5.14

Low70

6.23

High90

4.52

Medium90

4.73

Low90

5.78

Additional SOU7CeJ of Patronage

There are anumbel' of potential sources of additional pauonage which could add to the
forecasted base revenue..

A likely influence on Speedrail pau·onage is the response of the airlines to Speedrail's
competition on the Sydney-Canberra route.. Given Speedrail's planned fares, fr'equency
and travel time, it seems' quite likely that commercial air services may see value in
ceasing operations on the city-pail' route, choosing instead to code-share with SpeedraiL
If this was the case, Speedrailrevenue would increase"

Speedrail has tentative plans for some services to originatelterminate at Parramatta
joining the main Speedrail route at Glenfield, The use of Panamatta as a terminal for
some services would dramatically reduce the access and egress times and costs for
passengers from western Sydney, and would undoubtedly have a positive effect on
pauonage, though information to quantify the exact effect is not available..

Inbound tourism leading up to the 2000 Olympics is expected to increase even further
horn levels already in excess of 10%" This growth has not been accounted for in the
forecasts, which assume a uniform 6% growth rate, so there is potential for a higher base
patronage and revenue figure if growth in the corridor is higher than assumed" We
estimate that these three sources of additional patronage could add up to substantial
additional pauonage.,

6. Conclusion

There appear to be very suong market opportunities for SpeedraiL Data collected from all
major travel markets in the Sydney-Canbena conidor indicates that Speedrail could
conservatively cany 5 million passengers in the year 2000, This result is conservative
because it does not account for a number of factors which are likely to increase Speedrail
pauonage above that predicted., We have assumed that u'affic will grow at an average of
6% in the corridor..

Inbound tourist growth in particular is currently over 10% per annum, and predicted to
rise even further in the lead··up to the 2000 Olympics., This growth is not accounted for in
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the results presented here, and if Speedrail could effectively market itself to these
touIists, it could lead to significant revenue gains .. The results also assume that the
airlines will keep operating, though at a reduced leveL However, given Speedrail's
planned operating atuibutes, it is possible that it will become uneconomic for the airlines
to continue to operate scheduled passenger services on the Sydney-Canberra route,
prefening perhaps to code-share with SpeedraiL

7. Caveat

Since completing the market study, we have established that the estimated car u·affic
counts obtained from the NSW Roads and Traffic AuthoIity for 1994 were higher than
the finally reported actual counts .. We have revised the car base year U·affic levels and
recalculated the amount of diverted and hence induced Speedrail uaffic fIom this source..
The downward adjusunent in total car uaffic is no more than 400,000 Uips per annum, of
which less than 25% switch to Speedrail.. We have also adjusted the growth rate for air
travel to 4% and revised the estimates of Speedrail patronage fI·om this source.. The
overall impact of both adjustments is a reduction in Speedrail pauonage not exceeding
400,000 trips off of a total of 5.14 million in the year 2000..
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